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AGG BANKRUPTCY PARTNERS HONORED AS 2022 LAWDRAGON 500 LEADING BANKRUPTCY & 
RESTRUCTURING LAWYERS 

 
Atlanta, February 7, 2022 – Arnall Golden Gregory (AGG) is pleased to announce AGG partners Neil C. Gordon 
and Darryl S. Laddin have been named to the 2022 Lawdragon 500 Leading Bankruptcy & Restructuring Lawyers 
guide. The guide recognizes lawyers who “dazzle in financial restructuring, whether in court or out,” and help 
companies “survive a pandemic to go forward in better days.” 
 
Neil Gordon is a partner in the Bankruptcy, Creditors’ Rights, & Financial Restructuring practice and a nationally 
recognized leader in bankruptcy law. He carefully guides clients through the complex process of bankruptcy, 
creditors’ rights, debt restructuring, distressed assets, and fraud. Neil serves as the bankruptcy trustee in Chapter 7 
and Chapter 11 cases and as an SEC receiver. A prolific author and speaker, Neil has conducted more than 175 
seminar presentations nationally and published more than 70 scholarly articles on bankruptcy law topic. 
 
Darryl Laddin is the chair of the Bankruptcy, Creditors’ Rights, & Financial Restructuring practice with a national 
practice encompassing a broad range of commercial litigation and bankruptcy matters. He advises debtors and 
creditors, including secured lenders, trade creditors, and official creditors’ committees regarding issues surrounding 
the restructuring of commercial indebtedness and creditors’ rights matters under the Bankruptcy Code and Uniform 
Commercial Code. 
 
ABOUT LAWDRAGON 
 
Lawdragon is a legal media company that provides online news and features, including guides to the nation’s 
leading lawyers. For more information on the Lawdragon 500 Leading Global and U.S. Bankruptcy & Restructuring 
Lawyers guides, please click here. 
 
ABOUT ARNALL GOLDEN GREGORY LLP  
 
Arnall Golden Gregory (AGG) is an Am Law 200 law firm with offices in Atlanta and Washington, D.C. Our client-
service model is rooted in taking a “business sensibility” approach of fully understanding how our clients’ legal 
matters fit into their overall business objectives. Our transaction, litigation, and regulatory counselors serve clients 
in healthcare, real estate, litigation and other dispute resolution, business transactions, fintech, technology, global 
commerce, economic development, public finance, government investigations, and logistics and transportation. 
With our rich experience and know-how, we don’t ask “if,” we figure out “how.” Visit us at www.agg.com. 
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